
Regional Trends



MDOT and MACC Staff worked together to update Transportation Analysis Zones

(TAZ’s) and produce a list of 2020 population, and 2019 household and employment

data for each jurisdiction in the MACC Area. The socioeconomic data is a major input

into the regional travel demand model, used to calculate trip productions and

attractions. The table below represents population numbers from the 2020 U.S.

Census, and average household and employment numbers from the 2019 American

Community Survey (ACS). These figures were reviewed at the regional level and

were approved by the MACC Technical Advisory Committee in May of 2022. These

figures were then used as base year inputs in the regional travel demand model,

which can help identify possible deficiencies in the regional transportation system. 
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2020 POPULATION / HOUSEHOLDS /
EMPLOYMENT



Population in the

MACC area has 

INCEASED by

4,431

People

Households in the

MACC area has 

INCEASED by

2,182

Housing Units

Employment in the

MACC area has 

INCEASED by

3,377

Jobs

The 2050 Long Range Transportation Plan used 2015 base socioeconomic data.

Since the development of the last plan:
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2050 POPULATION / HOUSEHOLDS /
EMPLOYMENT

For the base year of the model, household, population, and employment data from

the 2020 U.S. Census, the 2019 American Community Survey, and the Nielson

employment databases were presented to the MPO and Technical Advisory and

Policy Committees. Committee members were asked to provide detailed information

about where new development may occur in the future and where new employment

and population centers may shift. 

The MACC area is one of the fastest-growing areas in Michigan. By 2050, the

population within the cities of Holland and Zeeland, and also Laketown, Fillmore,

Park, Holland, Zeeland, Port Sheldon, and Olive townships is expected to increase by

25.7%; households are expected to increase by 24.5%; and employment is expected

to increase by 21%. The estimated population increase is 1.3% lower than it was in the

last plan. The estimated household decrease is 2.5% lower and the estimated

employment increase is 3% lower than the last plan.



Population in the

MACC area has 

INCEASED by

4,431

People

Households in the

MACC area has 

INCEASED by

2,182

Housing Units

Employment in the

MACC area has 

INCEASED by

3,377

Jobs
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The following table offers a comprehensive overview of population changes and

demographic composition in the two cities and seven townships within the MACC

Planning Area. This table will help illustrate population shifts and the cultural diversity

within the MACC area. 

2020 U.S. CENSUS RACE AND ETHNICITY

The following maps show White, Hispanic, Asian, and Black populations with

the MACC area:
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TRAVEL PATTERNS

There is a significant amount of commuting to the MACC area for employment. The

2020 county-to-county commute data, illustrates significant worker flows into and out

of the MACC area to neighboring counties. Utilizing the 2015-2019 American

Community Survey (ACS) data from the U.S. Census Bureau, we can see the extent of

commute flows from one county to another. This is highlighted on the following page.

Ottawa County draws 12,346 workers from Muskegon County, 10,808 workers from

Allegan County and 18,460 workers from Kent County. Conversely, 6,125 Ottawa

County workers travel to Muskegon County, 8,035 to Allegan County and 37,604 to

Kent County. The percentages represent the percentage change from the last plan.
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The American Community Survey Data (ACS) also provides information about the

average commute times to work and means of transportation to work. The table

below shows the percentage of commuters for each jurisdiction by minutes travelled

to and from their place of employment. The average commute time for the MACC

area in 2010 was 19.9 minutes and 18.5 minutes in 2015. 




